Voxware VoxStudio®

Configure voice-assisted workflows without coding.

Voxware® Voice Management Suite (VMS®) workflows help people complete distribution center tasks – from picking and packing to outbound loading and more – with the fewest steps and the least time and effort. Want to create your own voice-enabled workflows just as efficiently? You can, with VoxStudio.

Our graphical VoxStudio interface makes the workflow design process as simple as dragging and dropping pre-configured VoxBlocks into workflow diagrams. No coding required!

Turbo-charge your move to the benefits of voice.

**We've made solution deployment faster and simpler.**

VoxStudio slashes the time and effort it takes to tailor voice-enabled workflows to your operations. The results? An accelerated transition to greater workforce optimization, improved customer experiences and the ability to stay on top of dynamic change.

- **Quickly create.** Realize faster, lower-cost deployments by creating and modifying voice solutions at the business process level.
- **Quickly communicate.** Diagrammed workflows rapidly convey information via visual elements instead of complex code.
- **Quickly adapt and evolve.** Easily alter the voice system in response to operational and market needs.

**Simply drag and drop VoxBlocks to visually diagram workflows.**

Instead of creating code, configure and sequence pre-programmed VoxBlocks to build out your VMS workflows.

- **Pre-configured VoxBlocks** each contain options that are needed for particular processes.
- **Functional VoxBlocks** control voice prompts and responses for steps such as starting a task.
- **Conditional VoxBlocks** dictate what a worker should do next, based on where they are in the workflow.

Voxware®

Profit from a Smarter Supply Chain
Voice-enabled workflows should be subject to change. That’s where VoxStudio really shines.

Unlike other voice solutions that require custom programming, VoxStudio enables you to quickly change or extend workflows – and model entirely new ones – without having to rely on costly programming or involve the technology vendor.

You eliminate the need for code generation. You run your voice applications on your choice of hardware devices. And you enjoy a lower cost of ownership as well.

**One visual system is all that’s needed.** VoxStudio’s graphical interface spans all design-development-deployment functions. Agility’s a given, whether you’re racing through your first workflow, or quickly altering one for the seventh time.

**Pre-configured options reflect best practices.** Prompts heard by the worker, as well as the worker’s expected responses, are all pre-packaged and assembled by Voxware, with our experts sharing best practices for designing workflows.

**Centralized or distributed? It’s up to you.** VoxStudio supports and ensures full scalability for the deployment options that suit your operation – including multiple work processes and multiple zones in one facility, or across multiple distribution centers.

**Count on scalability and portability.** Your VMS solutions will work with the hardware devices, operating systems and databases of your choice – now and in the future.

“After we got started, we realized that we had to do some things differently. Voxware was able to make configuration changes using the VoxStudio toolset, which adapted the solution more closely to our needs. Turnaround time for these changes was fast, and the cost was minimal.”

Chief Operating Officer
Large Regional Food Bank
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